In the Matter of:
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)

VISTA TRADING ADVISORS, I NC.
(NFA tD #397334),
MATTHEW E- MEYER
(NFA tD #359974),

2010

COUNSETS

)
)

FMNCIS R. ZOFAY

NFACase No. 10-BCC-021

)
)
)
)
)
)

(NFA tD #397655),
and
SETH GOLDBERGER
(NFA fD U042e2\

)

)
)

Respondents.

ANSWER Tq coMPLAtNT
Vista Trading Advisors, Inc. ('VTA',) and Matthew E. Meyer (,,Meye/,) (VTA and
Meyer are sometimes colleciively referred to as "Respondents,), by and through their
undersigned counsel, Schuyrer, Roche & crisham, p.c., her€by.submit the fofiowing
as

their Answer to the complaint issued by the Business conduct commiriee oJ
the
National Futures Association ("NFA,).
ANSWERS TO ALLEGATIONS

1.

At all times relevant to this complaint,

wA

was an introducing broker (',18") NFA

Member. As such, VIA was and is required to comply with NFA Requirements
and is subjeci to disciptinary proceedings for violations thereof.

ANSWER:

2.

Admit.

At all times relevant to this comprainr, Meyer was the president, a principar, and
an associated person

('Ap)

of

wA

and an NFA Associate. As such, he was and

is required to comply with NFA Requirements and is subject to
proceedings

for

violations thereof.

disciplinary

wA is liable for violations of NFA

Requirements committed by Meyer in the course of his activities on behalf of

ANSWER:

Respondents admit the first and second sentences of paragraph 2, and

deny the third senlence of paragraph 3.

3,

At all times relevant to this Complaint; Zofay and Goldberger were Aps of WA
and NFA Associates. As such, they were and are required to comply with NFA
Reguirements and are subjecl to disciplinary proceedings for violations thereof.

WA is liablo for

viotations

of NFA Requirements committed by Zofay and

Goldberger in the course of their activities on behalf of VTA.

ANSWER:

Respondents admrt the first and second sentences of paragraph 3, and

deny the third sentence of pamgraph 3.

4.

VTA has been an lB Member of NFA since May 19; rOOr.

n,"

located in Boca

Raton, Florida and Meyer is the firm's president and sole owner.

ANSWER:

5.

Admit.

NFA received several complaints from customers who allegad that WA
personnel made quostionable trade recommendations and charged very 'high
commissions. NFA initiated an audit of VTA on January 11,2O1O. NFA'S review

of tEding results in VTA's cuEtomer accounts for 2008 and 2OOg revealed that
the vast majority of them sustained realized loseee. During the firm's six months
of existence in 2008, 68 of 70 customers suffered overall losses totaling almost
$879,000 while only h,vo accounts actrievea profits, totaling only $10,000. In
2009, 141 of the fim's 156 active customer.s realZed overall losses totaling 92.55
million, while only.fifteen cuslomers actually made. money with total profits of
approximately $34,000. In conkast to the losses suffared by its customers, VIA's

$98 per contract commission rate generated approximately $180,000
commissions in 2008 and $1.2 million in commissions in 2009.

in

ANSWER: Respondents lack sufficient knowledge or information to admit.or deny the
allegations in paragraph 5,

6.

NFA's review of the trading in VTA'S customers, accounts also revealed ihat VTA,

Meyer and VTA APs Zofay and coldberger failed to abide by high ethical
standards by making trade tecommendations that were designed to generate

high commission revenue without considering the best interests of their
customers. Although Meyer told NFA that the ftrm did not have power of aftorney

over any customer accounts, he acknowledged that none of WA,s customers
traded accounts based on their own trading ideas. Meyer added that he did
market research that generated ihe trad"" that were recommended to WA's
customers and said that rnost of the trades involved bull call spreads. He stated
that either he or one of his APs called the customer and asked if they wanted to
place the recommended lrade and, jf lhe customer agreed, the firm would place it

on the customeds behalf. NFA's review of

WAs

customer trading statementg

confirmed that the firm routinely recommended bull call spreads to its customers.

ANSWER; Respondents deny the aflegations in the first sentence of pa€graph

6.

Respondents admit the allegations in sentences two, three and four of paragEph 6.
Respondents lack sufficient knowledge or information to admit or deny the allegations in
the last sentence of paragraph

7.

O.

In addition to reviewing trading and commission record6, NFA interviewed a
sample of VTA'g customers regarding their dealings with the firm. Information
gathered during those inlerviews indicated that Meysr, Zofay and Goldberger
engaged in misleading solicitation tactics in order to entice individuals to open
and/or add to their accounts. Specifically, theif oolicitations were unbalanced in
the presentation of profrt and ,oss potential end highlighted protitable retums that

had no relationship to the actual performance experienced by the

firm's

A

COUNT I

13,

The allegations contained in paragraphs 1 through 3, 5 through 7 and g through
11 are realleged as paragraph

ANSWER:

,13.

Respondents reallege and reincorporate their responses to paragraphe

1

through 3, 5 through 7 and 9 through 11 as their responsee to paragraph 13.

14.

David zucker ('zucker') was soricited by Meyer to open a non-disoetionary
account through

WA beginning in June

ZO09 and he opened an account in mid-

JulY.

ANSWERT

15.

Admit.

During Meyer's solicitations he falsely represented that

$1OO,OOO

was the

minimum that Zucker needed to deposit into an account and told Zucker that any

position that he wanted to put on would cost at le.ast that much_ He added that

WA had a great investment

opportunity and that ',everyone knows the U.S.

Dollar is going down." Meyer continued that, il Zucker would invest

$1OO,O0O

immediately, VTA would be able to write him a check trom the profits in a mafter

of months. Zucker made an initial deposit.to his account of

$1OO,OOO,

virtually all

of which was immediately spent on an options lrade. Meyer contacted Zucker
later that same evening and told him that he had several other great investment
opportunities but that Zucker would have

to invest additional funds since

his

initial $100,000 wa8 tied up in the original trade. Zucker told Meyer ihat he was

leery

of

investing more funds, but Meyer assured. him that his trade

recommendations were very profitable and that after doing business with

would be more than able to payoff hi6 mortgage in full.

l

WA he

money options. Atr of the trades were consistent with

wA's

commission

maximizing stralegy.

ANSWER:

Regpondents admit the aflegations in the sentences one through four of

paragraph 19 subject to what the actual records

r6flect. Respondents deny

the

allegations in sentence fiye of parbgraph 19.

20.

For example, Zuckeds initial deposit of $100,000 was made on July 16th. On that

samo day, acting on Meyels advice, Zucker purchased

1OO out_of-the_money

Dec 09 US Dollar options that cost $90,000 in premiums and generated nearry
$10,000 in commissions, Ihey were liquidated on August 21st at a total loss of
$1 7,OOO,

ANSWER:

including commissions.

Respondents admit the alregations in paragraph 20 subject to what the

aclual records refloc{.

21'

In addition, otn July 22nd,zucker traded a 100 lot bull call crude oil spread that
generated commissions and fees of nearly $2o,ooo. The trade needed a 27.g%

favorable swing in lho market for zucker to regain his commissions on the
transac'tion^ Howev€., the spread was liquidated

sx days

later when

it

had

moved only $4,000 in Zucke,,s favor, leaving him $j6,000 short of regaining his
commissions. Further, the equity. retumed to the arcount ae

a result of

the

tiquidation was used, in part, to purcfiase 100 out-of-the-money Euro options o1.

July 28th that cost $91,000 in premiums and $7,OOO in commi6sion6. The trade
was liquidated later that same day with a market loss of almost $9,OOO in addition
to the commissions. On July 28th, Zucker also traded a 100 lot bull call spread in

the Canadtan Dollar which generated
which reguired

a

$14,OOO

in fees and commissions and

17.5% move just to break even. The trade was liquidated three

kading days later at a loss, including commissions, of

'l

$18,000.

l

paragraph 21 subject to what the

the allegations in
In

the alternative,

25.

Meyer told Levan that he had made a lot of money in the past for himself and his

cuatomers and that, because of his trading success, ho was able to live in an
exclusive neighborhood in South Flonda. Meyer also told LeVan that ho had a

"huge customer base" and that Levan should feel privileged, ,'as he usually
doesn't mak6 the6e types of calls to just any individual," He added that the
majority of his customers had a net worth of over 91 million. Despite the reality
that the overwhelming majority of WA's customers suffered overall losses and

that the few customere who realized any profits enjoyed very modest gains,
Meyer claimed that he had averaged profits of more than 30% in each of his
customer accoUnts.

ANSWER:

Respondents admit that Meyer solicited Mr. LeVan to open

account introduced by

a

trading

WA, and state further that such solicitation was in compliance

with NFA rules. Respondents deny the remaining allegations of wrongdoing

in

profitable retums that had no relationship to the actual performance experienced
by VTA's customers. In addition, Meyer lied about the paat performance of his
customers and failed to make sdequate risk disclosure and/or to disclose the
impact of

vrA's commission structure on the likelihood of achieving profits to

LeVan.

ANSWER:

Respondents are not obligated

paragraph 27

to admit or

oeny

lo the extent that they sre tegal conclusions.

the allegetions

In the

in

altemative,

Respondents deny the allegetions in paragraph 27.

28-

ln

addition .to making misleading and deceptive sales solicitations

to

LeVan,

Meyer and VTA also recommended tradee to LeVan that were not in LeVan's
best interest and were apperently motivated to maximize commissjons for VTA
and Meyer.

ANSWER:

Respondents are not obligated

paragraph 2E

to the

to admit or deny the allegaffons

extent thet they are legal

conclusions. In the

in

altemative,

Respondents deny the allegations in paragraph 28.

29.

LeVan made two deposits to his account;. totaling 9103,329, between February

20 and March 27,2O0g. By May 28th, his account had lost nearly g60,000

-

more than $47,OOO of which was attributable to commissions and fees. He made

a total of ten trades through WA,. all of which were bull call spreads that were
c!nsistent with VTAb commission maximizing strategy.

ANSWER:

Respondents admit the allegations in the first and senlence sentenoes

and the firsi clause of the third sentence in paragraph 29 subjecf to what the ac,tual
records reflecl. Respondents deny the remaining allegations in paragraph 29.

30.

Levan made an initial deposit to his account of $5,000 on February 20th. On
February 18, before the account was even.funded, LeVan purchased a 6 lot
spread trade on June 09 Gold that cost $3,600 in premiums and generated

l0

nearly $1 ,2OO in commissions. Levan needed to achieve a 33% return to just
recoup the commissions and fees charged in order to just break even on the
trade.

ANSWER:

Respondents admit the allegations in paragraph 30 subjecl to what the

actual records refleci.

31.

Another example that illustrates Meyer's advice to Levan occurred on March
27th when Meyer re@mmended putting on a 53 lot spread on Nov 09 Soybeans

which cost nearly $28,000 in premiums and nearly $10,500 in commissions. This
required Levan to reatize a g7.7\o rclurn on the sDread before he could break

even. By April 8th, the spread position had moved approximately g1,300 in
LeVan's favor. At that point lhe spread was offaet with gains that were far less

than the commissions that w6re originally charged on the spread. Meyer then
advised LeVan to use the cash equity from the offset of lhe sprebd to enter into a
new spread position. Levan purchased a 47 lot spreed on the Sep 09 Euro which

generated over $9,000 in commissions and required a return of 48% to break
even.

ANSWER:

Respondents admit the allegations in paragraph 31 subject to what the
:

actual records .refl6cl, and state further that Meyer complied with all NFA rules with
respect to Mr, Levan's. account.

32.

Yet another example of VTA and Meye/s commiseion maximizing strategy
occurred on April 17, 2009 when Meyer recommended the purchase of a 36 lot
spread on Sep 09 Wheat which cosi nearly $12,000 in premiums and generated
over $7,000 in commissions and fees. In lhat instance, LeVan was required to
achieve a 60.9% relurn in order to pay for the cost of the commissions. Overall,
the total retum that Levan needed to cover the commissions and fees on the ten

ll

spread trades recommencled to him by Meyer was 39.9%, with breakeven points
on individual trades ranging between 24.8% and 60.9o/o,

ANSWER:

Respondents deny that Respondents had

a

"commission maximizing

strategy", admit the remaining allegations in paragraph 32 subjecl to what th6 aclual
records reflect, and state further that Meyer complied with

a

NFA rules with respoct to

Mr. LeVan's acoount.

33.

Meyer and WAls conduct in recommending trades to Levan that maximized
commissions for Meyer and WA without regard for the best inlerests of LeVan

constituted

a

gross breach of their obligation

to uphold high

standards of

commercial honor and just and equitable pfinciples of trade.

ANSWER:

34.

Deny.

Oscar West

(West) was initially contacted by WA broker Goldberger in earty

May 2009.

ANSWER:

Respondents lack sufficient knowtedge or information to admit or deny

the allegations in paragraph 34.

35.

Goldberger told West that he had

a great inve8tment oppodunity in

trading

gasoline futures and that, if West would open an account for 95,000 immediately,

he could tdke part in the great opportuniiy. Further, Goldberger told West that

WA employed severat expert treder

in the market and that their customer base

was experiencing great profits as a result - a claim that was clearly untrue aa is
demonstrated by NFA's analysis of the performance of VTA'g customer accounts

in 2008 and 2009. Goldberger never discuased the risks involved in optioh
trading with Wegt nor did he explain WA's commiesion structure or its impact on
potentiel prof itability.

ANSWER:

Respondents lack sufficient knowledge or information to admit or deny

the allegations in paragraph 35.
1')

IJ

already reflec-ted in the market. Further, Goldberge/s solicitation was unbalenced

in the presentation of profit and roae potentiar and failed to make adequate risk
disclosure and/or to dieclose the impact of

wAs

commieeion structure on the

likelihood of achieving profits tb west. In addition, the soricitations by both
Goldberger and Meyer were deceptive and misleading in thal they suggested
profitable returns lhst had no relationship to the ac{ual performance experienced
by WA's customers.

ANSWER:

Respondents are not obligated

paragraph 38

to admit or deny the allegations

to the extent that they are legal conclusions. In the

in

altemative,

Respondents deny the allegations in paragraph 38.

39.

In addition to making mis,eading and deceptive eales solicitations to West, VTA,
Goldberger and Meyer aleo recommended trades to West that were not in his
best interest and were apparently motivated to maximize commissions for WA,
Goldberger and Meyer.

ANSWER:

40.

Deny.

West made three deposits Into his accgunt totaling. $255,000 between May 20th
and Oclober 23,2009. By Deoember 31st, his aocount had lost nearly $238,000

-

more than $84,OOO of which was attributable to commissions and fees. He

made a total of six trades, all of which were bull call spreads and all of which
were consistgnt with VTA6 commission maximizing strategy

ANSWER:

(espondents admit the allegations in paragraph 40 subjec{ to what the

actual records reflec{.

41.

West made his initial deposit of $5,000 on May 20th. On May'tgth, acling on
Goldberger's advice and before the acclunt was even funded, West purchased a

6 lot spread trade o0 Oot 09 Ga6oline. That trade cost more than $3,200 in
premiums and geneEted nearly $1,200 in commissions. Therefore, West needed

14

paragraph

4'1

subject to what the

at

deposit an additional $200,000 on October 23rd.

At Meye/s

advice, West

purchased a 297 lot spread on Mar 10 Euro currency which coet nearly $134,000
in premiums and $59,000 in commissions - more lhan 96% of West's equaty. This

spread required a 44% return before West covered commissions and fees.

15

ANSWER:

Respondents admit the allegations in paragraph 43 subject to what the

aciual records reflecl.

44.

Overall, thersix spread tradee recommended to West by Goldberger and Mey€r
required a total return of more lhan 37Vo simply to recover commissions and
fees. Breakeven points for the individual trades ranged between 24o/o and Mo/o.

ANSWER:

Respondents adrnit rhe allegations.in paragraph 44 subject to what the

aciual records reflect.

45.

Goldberger, Meyer and

WAs

conduot in recommending trades to West that

maximized commissions for them without regard for the best interests of West

constituted

a gross breach of thek obligation to upnoU high

standards of

commercial honor and jusl and equitable principles of trade.

ANSWER:

46.

Deny.

Helen Stutzman ("H. Stutzman') received an unsolicited phone call from Zofay in
early Apnl 2009. Zofay claimed that he worked for a "pr$tigious brokerage firm,,

in South Floiida and that he had a great investment opportunity in gasoline
futures. Zolay aclc,ecl that he had great success in recommending options trades

to current and past customers - a claim that was materially at odds with the
pedormance of the vast majority of WA's customers' accounts.

ANSWER:

Respondents admit

introduced by

WA and lack sufficient

that Ms. StuEman opened

a

trading account

knowledge or information to admit or deny the

remaining allegations in paragraph 46.
47

.

H. Stutzman agreed to open a joint account with her husband and made an initial
deposit of 95,000 on April 15th. Following Zofay's advicn, the entire amount, of

which $1,OOO went to commissions, was used to establish an RBOB bull call
spfead position.

the allegations

ln the

in

alternative,

50. In addhion to making misleading and deceptive

sales solicitations

to

H.

Stutzman, VTA, Zofay and Meyer also recommended trades to H. StuEman that

were not in her bost interest and were apparenfly motivated to maximize
commissions for WA, Zofay and Meyer.

ANSWER:

51.

Deny.

The Stutzmans made six deposhs, totaling $127,500, between April 17th and
September 29, 2009. \A/hen the account closed on December .lst, their lo$ses

totaled nearly $85,000

-

almost $68,000

of which was attributabte

to

commissions and fees. The Stutzmans made a total of twelve trades through

WA, all of which were bull call spreads. All of the trades wer€ consistent with
VTA's commission maximizing strategy.

ANSWER:

Respondents admit

the allegations in the first, second and

third

sentances of paragraph 51 subiect to what the actual records reflecl. Respondents deny
the allegations in the fourth sentence of paragraph 51.

52.

,]

An example of WA's strategy as applied to the Stutzmans' account occuned just

after Meyer took over as their broker. Specifically, acting on recommendations
made by Meyer, H. StuEman deposited $50,000 and immediately purchased a
66 lot Sep 0g Soybean spread on April 21st, leaving only $2,300 of cash equity in

the account. On April 22nd, afler ihe position had moved against the cuatomer

for an unrealized loss of more than $3,000, Meyer recomm€nd€d that

the

remaining equity be used to purchase an additional three lots of lhe same
spread. On April 27th, all 69 lots were offset for a realized loss of more than
$22,000, including over $13,500 in commissions. The account's remaining equ'rty
was then used to purchase a 58 lot Sep 09 Wheat spread which cost more than
$15,000 in premiumg and neerly $11,500 in commissions. This trade needed to

realize

a

75.4% retum

in order to
I8

overcome

the commissions

charged.

10

ANSWER:

Rospondents are noi obligated

paragraph 55

to admit or deny the a egations in

to the extent that they are legal conclusions. In the

alternative,

Respondents deny the allegations in paragraph b5.

56.

By reason of the foregoing acls and omissions, VTA, Meyer, Goldberger and

Zolay are charged with violations of NFA Compliance Rules 2-2(a), 2-2gla)(1)

and24.

ANSWER:

Respondents admit that they are charged wilh violations of the NFA

Compliance Rules referenced in paragraph 56 and deny that Respondents violated such
rules

couNr

57.

tl

The aflegations contained in paragraphs 'l through 3, 5, 6 and 12 are realleged
as paragraph 57.

ANSWER:

Respondents reallege and reincorporale their responses io paragraphs

1

through 3, 5, 6 and 12 as their responsee to paragraph 57.

58.

Meyer was the sole owner of VTA and the lone AP/principal in charge of
supervising all areas of VTA's operations.

ANSWER:

59.

Admit.

The duty to diligently supeMse, in pari, requires Members and Associates who

have supervisory dulies to initiate effective procedures to ensure that the
Membe/s employees comply with NFA Requlrements in all a€pects of their
tutures-related activities, including sales practices and recommending trades that
are in the best interests of their cuatomers.

ANSWER:

60.

Admii.

The allegations conl.ained in paragraphs 18 through 22, 28 through 33, 39
through 45 and 50 through 55 are realleged as paragraph 60-

20

21

seasonal trend to suggest that a dJstomer could uae the information to make
profits.

ANSWER:

65.

Deny.

By roason of the foregoing

ac--ts

and omissions, WA and Meyer are charged \rvith

violations of NFA Compliance Rule 2-9(a).

ANSWER;

Respondents admit that they are charged with violations of the NFA

Compliance Rule referenced in paragraph 65 and deny that Respondents violated such

Any allegation not specifically admitted herein is hereby denied.

WHEREFORE, Respondents respectfully request that the panet dismiss the
Complaint in its entirety and grant Respondents whatever relief

is necessary

appropriate.
Respectfully submift ed,

Visla Trading Advisors, Inc. and
Matthew E. Mgyer

Jeffrey D. Ba'l6lay, One of

Jelfrey D. Barclay
Schuyler, Roche & Crisham; P.C.
One Prudential Plaza
Suite 3800
130 East Randolph Street
Chicago, lllinoia 60601

22

and

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
f ,..Jelfrey D. Barclay, on oath
stale that on September 24,201e, I sewed copies of the
attached Answer, via email as follows:

Natiohal Futures Association
Attention: Legal Departmeni - Docketing
200 West Madison Street, Suite 1600'
Chicago, lllinois 6060$
docketing@nfa.futuree. org

National Fulures A$sociation
Attentjon: Philip Raleigh
200 West Madison Street, Suite 1600
Chicago, lllinois 60606
PRaleigh@nf a.futures.org

Subscribed and swom to before me
This 24th day of Septembe(,2010.

MAHYIGYPOLffO
NCTTARY PUELIC, STATF OF

'LLINOIS
CoDmlssion ExPkos 0g/27

12.

